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Mission Statement 
Empowering people. 

Fostering Relationships. 

Caring for Couples facing 

the challenges of Christian Marriage. 

Preparation for marriage in a Christian 

context focuses on the essential components 

which foster a good couple relationship: 

 Lifelong commitment. 

 Communication and conflict resolution skills. 

 Responsible parenthood within a faith 

context. 

 Time and resource management. 

 Trust in the providence and love of God. 

 

Ongoing support throughout marriage 

facilitates: 

 The development of strategies for the 

emotional, spiritual and psychological 

wellbeing of couples. 

 Reflection on the Christian experience of 

unconditional love, commitment and family 

life. 

 

Marriage and Relationship counselling is 

provided for couples as well as individuals in a 

couple relationship in a caring and confidential 

manner. It is a twofold process enabling clients 

to identify and acknowledge difficulties in their 

relationship and to discover their inner 

resources to deal with them. 

Vision Statement 
Accord Catholic Marriage Care Service Company 

Limited by Guarantee (Accord CLG) operates in 

the Republic of Ireland outside of the 

Archdiocese of Dublin.  

 We provide a service to couples preparing 

for or seeking a deeper commitment within 

the Sacrament of Marriage. 

 We are committed to providing a quality 

service.  

 Our Facilitators and Counsellors come from a 

wide variety of backgrounds and are 

appropriately trained. 

 We respond to the challenges facing 

Christian Marriage today and affirm its value 

in an ever-changing world. 

 

Our Facilitators and Counsellors empower 

couples to explore and reflect on: 

 The essential elements of sacramental 

marriage. 

 The purpose and value of their choices within 

a committed relationship. 

Accord CLG serves the pastoral needs of couples 

at different stages in their relationship. 
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I am pleased to present the 
2019 annual report for Accord 

Catholic Marriage Care Service Company 
Limited by Guarantee (Accord CLG).  

At the time of writing we have all endured a 
shrunken existence and continue to live under 
the cloud of COVID-19. 

Indeed, it would be strange to write just about 
anything, without recognising the anxiety that 
so many of us are experiencing right now. 

The impact of the pandemic is 
being felt in every walk of life and 
Accord CLG is no different. 

On behalf of the Board of 
Directors, I would like to take this 
opportunity to record our thanks 
and appreciation for the way in 
which Accord CLG staff and 
volunteers have responded to this 
national emergency. 

In difficult and challenging 
circumstances, they quickly 
established telephone support 
arrangements to maintain contact 
with existing clients and engage 
with new callers seeking help or a 
listening ear.   

A new development but 
reassuringly familiar in terms of 
putting people first in everything 
we do.  

How we explain what is has been like and its 
impact on our finances and services is going to 
be an important feature of narrative and 
financial reporting for some time. 

This report highlights the nature and extent of 
our work during 2019. 

The activity levels for 2019 reflect the ongoing 
demand for our services; 12,655 counselling 
sessions delivered, 9,218 individuals attending 
our marriage preparation courses and a 
school’s programme to 3,872 students and 
some of their parents/ guardians. 

Behind the statistics are scores of human 

stories and practical examples of where our 
front-line professionals, day-in day out, help 
repair broken relationships and build more 
resilient marriages. 

None of this would be possible without the 
drive and commitment from Accord CLG 
staff and volunteers who are the mainstay of 
our organisation.  

In their respective roles they continue to 
shape our services with their generosity of 

spirit and in turn inspire with their 
determination and positivity. 

Over almost 60 years, adapting to 
meet the changing needs of our 
society has been essential to the 
work of Accord and it is vital that 
we continue developing to 
provide the best support for 
individuals and families. 

To that end I am pleased to note 
that our draft revised marriage 
preparation course, which builds 
on our extensive experience and 
reflects the current challenges of 
Christian marriage is ready for 
piloting when public health advice 
deems it safe for us to do so, 
following which feedback from 
couples and facilitators will be 
reflected upon and final changes 
made prior to its formal launch 
across all Centres.   

In 2019 we commenced work on our 
Strategic Plan to shape our work over the 
coming years and establish clear medium to 
longer term objectives for Accord CLG. 

A number of Centres responded with their 
contributions to the initial SWOT (Strengths, 
Weakness, Opportunities & Threats) 
analysis, although no one could have 
foreseen the threats posed by a worldwide 
pandemic. 

Critical to developing and implementing the 
Strategic Plan is ensuring we have in place a 

“At the time of 

writing we have all 

endured a 

shrunken existence 

and continue to 

live under the 

cloud of COVID-19” 

A Message from the Chairperson  
Mr. Gordon Nicholl 
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“fit for purpose” organisational 
structure. 

In liaison with the Management Team at 
Central Office, the Board of Accord CLG has 
engaged external assistance to undertake a 
review of Central Office to include 
recommendations for effective succession 
planning and how best to use scare resources 
to serve current needs. 

Progress on the review is currently suspended 
due to the restrictions and demands arising 
from the coronavirus but hopefully it 
will be possible to recommence this 
work in the near future. 

Another key element for taking 
Accord CLG forward is the role and 
functionality of the Board of 
Directors.  

Our stated aim is to maintain 
members from a variety of 
backgrounds relevant to the work of 
Accord CLG, capable of making 
decisions with the heart of a charity 
and the mind-set of a business. 

All Directors give their time 
voluntarily, individually and 
collectively they are committed to 
holding Accord CLG to the highest 
standards when it comes to safeguarding, 
financial transparency and how we deliver our 
services. 

Accord CLG, like most charities, continues to 
face many headwinds such as new regulations, 
attracting new volunteers and pressure on 
national and local finances. 

These challenges have arisen at a time when 
there is a recognised need to build stronger 
more resilient family relationships, at a societal 
level we underestimate at our peril how vital 
good quality relationships are to our mental 
health and wellbeing. 

What we do in Accord CLG works to help 
prevent loneliness, depression, abuse and 
many other life shattering experiences that can 
happen when relationships go wrong. 

A Message from the Chairperson  
Mr. Gordon Nicholl Continued 

This reduces pressure on public services, saves 
government money and creates a stronger 
society for all of us. 

We know we can’t do this on our own and I 
would like to thank all our external 
stakeholders, particularly Tusla, the Child and 
Family Agency and the HSE South Western 
Area for ongoing financial support for our 
counselling service. 

I would also like to record my thanks to the 
members of the Irish Catholic Bishops’ 

Conference for their spiritual 
guidance and steadfast support to 
the Accord CLG mission and for the 
support of our sister companies in 
Accord Dublin and Accord Northern 
Ireland. 

As we reflect on a year of positive 
achievements in our work with 
families at all levels, a simple but 
important truth is powerfully clear, 
together we achieve more. 

As Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, I am in the fortunate 
position to see first-hand the 
commitment from volunteers, staff 
and Directors to the work of Accord 
CLG. 

We are kind, we work together, we take 
responsibility and we do our very best. 

By continuing to focus on impact, making 
better use of our resources, embracing 
technology and working closely with 
stakeholders and partners, I remain confident 
that we will continue to meet our goal of 
achieving better outcomes for more families.   

 

 

 

Gordon Nicholl  

20th June 2020 

  

“As we reflect on a 
year of positive 
achievements in 

our work with 
families at all levels, 

a simple but 
important truth is 
powerfully clear, 

together we 
achieve more” 
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Board OF Directors of Accord CLG 

Bishop Denis Nulty (President)  
(Attended 7 of 7 Board Meetings) 

Ann Hanly 
(Attended 6 of 7 Board Meetings)  

Bishop Michael Router (Vice-President) 
(Joined the Board in October 2019 and attended  

2 of 2 Board Meetings) 

Dean Michael McLoughlin 
(Attended 3 of 7 Board Meetings) 

Bishop Denis Brennan (Former Vice-President) 
(Retired from the Board in October 2019 and  

attended 3 of 5 Board Meetings) 

Mary Nash 
(Attended 7 of 7 Board Meetings) 

Gordon Nicholl (Chairperson) 
(Attended 6 of 7 Board Meetings) 

Micheál O’Driscoll 
(Attended 3 of 7 Board Meetings) 

 Stephen Burns (Director & Company Secretary) 
(Attended 7 of 7 Board Meetings & also Chairs  

the Audit, Finance & Risk Committee) 

Matt Walsh  
(Attended 7 of 7 Board Meetings &  

also Chairs the HR Committee) 

Yvonne Cronin 
(Attended 5 of 7 Board Meetings) 

 

 

Central Office Staff Full-Time (FT) & Part-Time (PT) 

Marie Carroll, Web Administrator (FT) Mary Johnston, Specialist in Counselling (FT) 

Harry Casey, Coordinator of the Work of Accord CLG (PT) Breda Landy-Horgan, PA & Staff Officer (FT) 

Anne Coleman, Specialist in Marriage Education (FT) Ann O’Mahony, Accounts Administrator (FT) 

Paul Davis, Despatch Clerk (PT) Ausra Petraskaite, Accounts Clerk (FT) 

Aisling Dignam, Administrative Assistant (FT) Susan Shorten, Regional Director (FT) 

Kathryn Duffy, Administrative Assistant (PT) Maureen Warren, Finance & Admin Coordinator (FT) 

Mary Goss, Counselling Programme Director (PT)   

Auditors Bankers 

Henry Murray & Company, Lurgan Bank of Ireland, Maynooth, Co. Kildare 

Company Details  

Company Registration No. 604067 Registered Office: Columba Centre, Maynooth,  
Co. Kildare 

Charitable Status  

Revenue Commissioners No. CHY6983 Charities Regulatory Authority No. 20167288 
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Accord CLG acknowledges and greatly  
appreciates the support it receives 
from Tusla Child and Family Agency  
towards the provision of its Marriage 
and Relationship Counselling Service 
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From an all-island perspective, Accord CLG along with its sister companies Accord 
Northern Ireland and ACCORD Dublin - all of which are autonomous registered 

charities and companies limited by guarantee - have provided the following level of 
service across Ireland: 

 
14,894 individuals (7,447 couples) attended 647 Accord Sacramental Marriage 

preparation courses.   

 
24,006 counselling sessions were provided by Accord counsellors to 6,162 individuals 

of whom 4,884 attended as couples.   

 
In the RoI a total of 39,722 students attended Accord  Schools’ programmes and over 

2,800 attended parent talks. 
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The Work of Accord CLG 
Accord CLG provided 285 full marriage preparation courses in 2019 and a further 106 special courses. The service 
had 187 active facilitators in 2019 and twenty supervisors. 
  
Accord Central Office provides facilitator initial training and CPD for the three Accord companies on the island and 
a total of thirteen facilitators graduated in 2019, nine of which were for Accord CLG. In 2019, a further 29 com-
menced training of which twenty were for Accord CLG The Dignity and Beauty of Sexual Love CPD was provided in 
four areas and new Tutor training also commenced in 2019.  
 
A review of Accord’s Marriage Preparation Course has taken place and training of ten teams to deliver the pilot 
course was completed in February 2020. One pilot course took place on March 6th/7th. The additional nine pilot 
courses did not take place as planned due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The work of the review is presently on hold. 
For the same reason, all marriage preparation courses were suspended in mid-March and the situation will be 
reviewed in line with official Government health advice. 
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The Work of Accord CLG Continued 

Accord CLG provided 12,655 counselling sessions in 2019 in its centres in the Republic of Ireland outside 

the Archdiocese of Dublin. The service had 145 active counsellors in 2019, supported by three internal and 

48 external supervisors.  

 

Accord CLG provided counsellor CPD in the following topics:  The Assessment Process; Advanced Person 

Centred Couples Counselling; Working with Diversity in Couples and working with Step and Blended    

Families; Working with Couples in the Aftermath of Infidelity and Working with Issues of Sexual Desire. In 

addition, three internal CLG candidates commenced the Certificate in Counselling and one supervisor and 

two tutors also commenced training in their respective fields. In September 2019, two counsellors  

graduated with a Higher Diploma and four with a Certificate in Counselling.   

 

There were 23 child safeguarding concerns reported to Tusla and An Garda Síochána in 2019.  
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COMMUNICATION

Talk & Listen to Each Other - (Never or Seldom)

Feel Ignored not Listened To by Partner - (Always or Often)

Have Ignored not Listened to Partner - (Always or Often)

Feel Criticised or Insulted by Partner - (Always or Often)

Have Criticised or Insulted Partner - (Always & Often)

Feel Belittled or Put Down by Partner - (Always & Often)

Have Belittled or Put Down Partner - (Always or Often)

Presenting Problems in the Counselling Room 

Our Needs Assessment process assists our counsellors to establish and understand the nature of client presenting 
problems and assures them that Accord CLG is the right agency to assist them. Below you will find extracts from 
the anonymous Needs Assessment process conducted at first appointment. This process also includes an ongoing 
review process. 
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PROBLEMATIC BEHAVIOUR

Own or Partners Alcohol Use Causes Problems - (Always & Often)

Own or Partners Drugs Use Causes Problems - (Always & Often)

Own or Partners Gambling Causes Problems - (Always & Often)

Own or Partners Texting Cause Problems - (Always & Often)

Own or Partners Internet / Social Media Use Causes Problems - (Always & Often)

Trust Affected by Problem Behaviours - (Always & Often)
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Sexual Relationship - Absent & Poor or Very Poor
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Partner has Concerns about Other Relationship - (Always & Often)

You are Concerned about Other Relationship - (Always & Often)
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Communication 
22% noted that they and their partner were never or seldom able to talk and listen to each other  
36% felt they were always or often ignored or not listened to by their partner  
16% reported that they always or often ignored or did not listen to their partner 
27% felt they were always or often criticised or insulted by their partner 
13% reported that they always or often criticise their partner 
21% felt they were always or often belittled or put down by their partner  
7% reported that they always or often belittled or put down their partner. 
 
Problematic Behaviour 
13% reported their own or their partner’s use of alcohol was always or often problematic  
3% reported their own or their partner’s use of drugs was always or often problematic 
2% reported their own or their partner’s gambling was always or often problematic 
17% reported their own or their partner’s use of the phone/texting, internet or social media always or often caused problems 
23% reported that trust in the relationship was always or often affected by problem behaviours. 
 
Intimacy  
36% reported that they never or seldom experienced closeness and affection with their partner. 
48% described their sexual relationship as either absent, poor or very poor 
17% reported difficulty always or often having sex  
8% reported their partner having concerns about another close, physical, or emotional relationship of theirs   
10% reported that they had concerns about another close, physical, or emotional relationship of their partner’s.  
 
Family Issues 
25% reported that childcare and home duties always and often caused problems in the relationship 
22% reported problems between them and their own or their partner’s extended family always or often 
6% reported issues of culture, religious beliefs or values often or always caused difficulties between them and their partner 
19% reported bereavement, other loss or grief experienced by them or their partner affected their relationship always or often 
23% reported that either they or their partner experienced depression 
32% reported that finances and financial management always or often caused problems between them 
 
Conflict 
42% reported they always or often argued with their partner 
21% reported that arguments are never resolved calmly 
29% reported that arguments are sometimes resolved calmly 
35% reported that they or their partner always or often yelled or shouted during arguments  
2% reported that they that they or their partner always or often throw things during arguments  
1% reported that they or their partner pushed hit or slapped often during arguments  
10% reported that children were always or often within earshot during heated arguments 
8% reported that their own or their partners behaviour during arguments always or often caused distress to children. 
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CONFLICT

How often do you and your Partner Argue - (Always & Often)

Arguments are never resolved Calmly - (Never)

Argument are Sometimes resolved Calmly

Yell or Shout During Arguments - (Always & Often)

Throw Things During Arguments - (Always & Often)

Pushed Hit or Slapped  (Always & Often)

Children Within Earshot during Arguments - (Always & Often)

Behaviour During Arguments causes Distress to Children - (Always & Often)
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ACCORD CLG CENTRES IN IRELAND 
Accord CLG, Central Office, Columba Centre, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.  

Tel: 01 5053112 Web: www.accord.ie 

     

     

ATHLONE 090-6475491  LETTERKENNY 074-9122218 

BALLINA 096-21478  LIMERICK 061-343000 

BALLINASLOE 090-9643573  LIMERICK WEST 069-61000 

BANTRY 027-50272  LONGFORD 090-6475491 

CARLOW 059-9142590  MONAGHAN 047-83359 

CASTLEBAR 094-9022214  MULLINGAR 044-9348707 

CAVAN 049-4375004  NAVAN 046-9023146 

CHARLESTOWN 094-9254944   NENAGH 065-6824297 

CLONMEL 052-6124144   NEWBRIDGE 045-431695 

CLOYNE 025-31899  PORTLAOISE 057-8661581 

DROGHEDA 041-9843860  SLIGO 071-9145641 

DUNDALK 042-9331731  THURLES 0504-22279 

ENNIS 065-6824297  TIPPERARY 0504-22279  

GALWAY 091-562331  TRALEE 066-7122280 

INISHOWEN 074-9374103   TULLAMORE 057-9341831 

KILKENNY 056-7722674  WATERFORD 051-878333 

KILLARNEY 064-6633612  WEXFORD 053-9123086 

tel:0906475491
tel:0949254944
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Accord Central Office 
Columba Centre, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.   Tel: 01-5053112    

Email: info@accord.ie   Website: www.accord.ie 


